We’re
rebranding!

Naturally Slim is becoming
Wondr Health—Find out why:
“This program has helped to give me
control over food... I’ve lost pounds...
but I’ve gained so much: energy,
control, and ultimately my life.”
Ashley M., Naturally Slim participant

As you know, our mission of doing the most good for the most people is
the core of our company. The name Naturally Slim doesn’t convey all of
what we do–we are so much more than a weight loss company. Our
participants experience both mind and body health improvements that
prevent future chronic disease.
We want to make that clear from the start that we always have and
always will strive for diversity, inclusion, and making this program
available and appealing to all. That being said, we want to eliminate any
barriers for participants so they have access to truly life-changing
curriculum and health skills.
For these reasons, we are rebranding to embody what we do and the
core values we believe in.
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What Isn’t Changing.

Why Wondr?

For starters, we kept everything that 30+
years of expertise, 5 peer-reviewed studies,
and extensive industry research has taught
us, which is what has made our program so
successful. Here’s what isn’t changing:

•

The word “wonder” is both an action and
a feeling. It represents dreams and reality,
science and heart, possibility and hope. It
causes participants to take action toward
better health and, as a result, leaves them
feeling overcome with wonder and awe at
what they’ve accomplished.

•

Every element of Wondr was intentionally
created to be the perfect fit for all
organizations and individuals—regardless
of an individual’s size, body type, health
improvement goals, race, income,
education, nationality, or lifestyle, and
your organization’s culture, industry, or
location.

•

Wondr represents the core of what
our program is really about—endless
possibilities for your employees and
organizations, without limitations.

1• Our mission of doing the most good for
the most people

2• Science based and data-backed

curriculum founded in behavioral
science, delivered by our team of
expert clinicians

3• Digital delivery to our participants on
their own device with 24/7 access

4• Our close-knit community of

participants and health coaches

5• Ability to bill as a medical claim through
preventive care

6• Measurable results—with a more

engaging experience and a brand built
to drive outcomes, you’ll see an even
bigger impact on the cultural, clinical,
and financial health of your organization
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Wondr. It’s not a typo.
You may have noticed that there’s an “e” missing
in Wondr. It’s purposeful and strategic, and
serves as a reminder that we are 100% evidence
based, focused on clinical results, and backed by
science… and not to mention, the entire program
was created by doctors, renowned clinicians, and
scientists.

What to expect with Wondr:
•

Expect results that last.

•

Expect a partner, not a vendor.

•

Expect lower claims costs.

•

Expect easy implementation.

•

Expect financial, clinical, and cultural ROI.

•

Expect happier and healthier employees.

•

Expect a more connected workforce.

•

Expect everything you loved about
Naturally Slim, and more.

What’s next?
Sit back and relax, we’ve got everything covered.
Mark your calendars! May 13th is our official brand launch—but don’t worry, we’ll stay in touch every
step of the way:
•

We’ll be providing you with a brand announcement and brand launch participant
communications guide that has everything you need to get you and your people ready for the
transition, no matter where they’re at in their journey come May.
Check out your portal for more information.

We’ve got your people covered, too.
Our participants are at the heart of everything we do, and our entire brand has been built with
them in mind. We’ve brought them in every step of the way to make sure we’re creating an
engaging experience that guarantees outcomes. Participants won’t experience any interruptions in
their program, and we’ve created hyper-tailored communication to ensure a smooth transition, no
matter where they’re at on their journey.

Questions? Reach out to your NS Client Operations Manager or access your portal here.
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